Mid-Century Modern Home Offers Design Inspiration

Clean Energy Home Upgrades

Corral Clutter with a Mudroom

Wow with Wallpaper
Your kitchen can be everything you’ve always dreamed of, for a price that works within your budget. Design Builders provides both the design expertise and the expert craftsmen to make your vision a seamless reality.

Tim Graham, President

www.designbuildersonline.com

Design Builders was pleased to receive these awards at the 2018 Parade of Homes:
- Best in Show under 3500 square feet
- Best Curb Appeal
- The coveted Peoples Choice Award

We appreciate the honor of this recognition.

Imagine the Convenience • Imagine the Beauty • Imagine the Luxury

5280 Scottsville Rd. • 270-393-7000
With the right team of home loan experts by your side, you can confidently take the next step toward buying, building or refinancing to make your dream of home ownership a possibility.

We offer loans for different size budgets, including fixed rate, adjustable rate, veterans assistance, jumbo, and low and no down payment options for eligible borrowers.*

We’ll help you through every step of the homebuying process.

Pre-qualify or apply online to get one step closer to your dream... germanamerican.com

Marlon Sanders, NMLS 8147669
Warren & Simpson Counties
Phone (270)846-7510
Cell (270)421-3883
marlon.sanders@germanamerican.com

Tashina Ashley, NMLS 41570397
Warren County
Phone (270)843-9833, Ext. 4637
Cell (270)779-8615
tashina.ashley@germanamerican.com

Gay Parker, NMLS 8409873
Barren & Hart Counties
Phone (270)559-4008
Cell (270)528-6585
gay.parker@germanamerican.com

Haley Prince, NMLS #222751
Simpson County
Phone (270)598-4565
Cell (270)996-0388
haley.prince@germanamerican.com

German American Bank
Banking | Insurance | Investments

Bowling Green • Franklin • Glasgow • Horse Cave • Munfordville

*All loans subject to credit and underwriting approval.
Corral Clutter with a Mudroom
Keep your main living areas free of debris

Create Beautiful, Inviting Outdoor Spaces
Easy and Affordable ways to spruce up your outdoor oasis

How to Improve Your Home’s Look with Wallpaper
Add texture and flair with today’s DIY-friendly options

Clean Energy Home Upgrades
Make dependable environmental improvements

Showhouse
A mid-century modern inspiration

Fresh Summer Flavors Fit for the Patio
Perfect recipes for dining outdoors

A Tasty Meal for a Heart-Healthy Summer
Featuring Hawaiian Huli Huli Chicken

Viewpoint
How much does a luxury bathroom remodel cost?
Corral Clutter with a Mudroom

Often positioned near the primary point of entry, mudrooms are a popular addition to many family homes. These organizational dynamos are the perfect place to catch muddy boots, backpacks, sports equipment and dirty paws before they make it all the way into the main living areas.

Luxurious mudrooms in high-end homes can sometimes boast custom cabinetry, full bathrooms, laundry facilities, showers for pets and direct pantry access. Regardless of whether your mudroom is an actual room or just a small space near the front door to hang bags and jackets, the organizational basics are the same:

**Corral Clutter:** One of the most important items in any mudroom is storage for shoes, pet supplies, backpacks, sporting equipment and other items. If built-in storage isn’t in your budget, put up a sturdy shelving unit with a bin or basket for each family member.

**Get Hooked:** Securely anchor a row of strong hooks along the wall for coats, hats, scarves or other seasonal accessories that may otherwise find themselves dropped on the floor upon arriving home.

**Mud Happens:** Mudrooms are meant to handle dirt so nix the carpet and lay down tile or hardwood flooring. Pick a stylish rug to catch dirt in its tracks while also adding a design element to the space.

**Shoe Space:** Place a wooden bench or sturdy coffee table near the door so everyone has a place to sit while removing shoes. Slide a few baskets or bins underneath as an alternate location for storing backpacks and other gear when not in use.

**Take Command:** Create a family command center by adding a small cabinet or desk with a corkboard above. It makes for a perfect spot to stash keys, charge cell phones, open mail, sort school papers and post the family calendar.

Find more organization tips and tricks at eLivingtoday.com.
Peace of Mind
Many who have undergone the emotional strain of arranging a funeral within hours of losing a loved one have made the choice to pre-plan their own funeral. Doing so lifts the burden from their loved ones by relieving decision-making pressure at a time of grief and emotional stress.

Personal Choice
Funeral arrangements are a deeply personal choice. Pre-planning provides you with the time needed to make practical, detailed decisions that reflect your standards, lifestyle, taste and budget. And we assure you and your family that the choices you make will be carried out as planned.

Lower Costs
When you finalize your plan, we can advise you of the total cost. You do not have to set aside funds for your plan, but doing so protects you against escalating funeral costs. By locking in today's funeral costs and ensuring that the necessary funds are set aside, you help relieve yourself of unnecessary future worry and your survivors of an unexpected expense.
With all the beauty Mother Nature has to offer, a few pops of color or other simple embellishments can help make your yard look superb from the curb.

Whether you’re looking to enhance your front yard, backyard, porch or patio space, consider these easy and affordable ways to spruce up your outdoor oasis:

**ADD MIRRORS**
Just as they do indoors, mirrors can open up small patio spaces and make areas feel larger. Use mirrors made with resin or other waterproof materials so they won’t be compromised when exposed to the elements.

**MAKE BOLD STATEMENTS**
Plant your favorite flowers in a giant, bright red or yellow pot or hang a bright colored swing from a tree. Just a little dab of color can make a statement and brighten the whole space.

**CONSIDER TIME WHEN PLANTING**
If you wish to add color to your landscape, consider the time of day you normally spend in your outdoor space. Early risers may appreciate vibrantly colored foliage that perks with the morning sun. Those who spend time outdoors in the evening hours can incorporate white or lightly colored plants that take on a silvery sheen in the moonlight.

**HANG IT UP**
Place hanging baskets around the porch to bring punches of color to your outdoor sanctuary. With the freedom to pick and choose your favorite plants and flowers, these baskets have the added benefit of easy maintenance.

**TIE UP A HAMMOCK**
Make a relaxing retreat in the comfort of your own yard by hanging a hammock from trees or between posts on your deck.

*continued on page 8*
ADD A BIRDBATH
These garden favorites come in a variety of styles and colors to fit your unique tastes and budget. Birds of all kinds can find an oasis in their new bath and provide you with a beautiful view.

THROW SOME PILLOWS
Outdoor pillows are often available in the same fun designs of their indoor counterparts. Add some throw pillows to your outdoor furniture for a chic yet comfortable update.

These subtle changes can help beautify your outdoor spaces and cause onlookers to do a double-take – for the right reasons. Find more ideas at eLivingtoday.com.
To understand the mood of a room, look no further than its walls. Wallpaper can add instant texture and flair, and today’s DIY-friendly options make it easy to create inspired spaces with little fuss.

The key to successful wallpapering is in the preparation. Clean, dry walls are a must, and any holes or cracks should be filled and sanded. To avoid paste that absorbs into porous surfaces, take time to apply a light, even coat of primer before beginning.

Choose a corner or space behind a door as your starting point. Mark your starting point using a level to draw a vertical line from floor to ceiling. Next, cut a length of wallpaper several inches longer than the height of your wall from the baseboard to ceiling.

Apply paste or activate the adhesive according to the manufacturer’s directions. Be sure to fully cover or dampen the paper surface; dry spots may result in unsightly bubbles.

continued on page 10
Begin smoothing the paper onto the wall using the vertical line as a guide. Begin at the ceiling and smooth using a brush or plastic smoothing tool. If you encounter wrinkles or bubbles, gently lift the paper and smooth, relaying the paper as you go.

With each strip, you should end with several inches above the ceiling joint and below the baseboard line. Ensure the paper has firmly adhered top to bottom then trim using a sharp blade. Smooth each seam as you go.

Continue this process around the room, aligning your paper pattern as needed. If it isn’t possible to completely match the pattern, focus on the middle third of the wall, which is most likely to be at eye level.

To maneuver corners, cut a slit in the paper overhanging the ceiling and floor. This allows the paper to lay flat for a smoother finish.

When you round back to your starting point, overlap your original strip of paper with the final strip. Make a single cut for a clean, crisp seam. Gently wipe away excess adhesive from the trim and seams.

To prevent rips and ripples, allow paper to dry completely – at least overnight – before replacing furniture and hanging artwork to complete your space.

Find more easy home improvement tips and ideas at eLivingtoday.com.
When you’re considering upgrades for your home, earth-friendly enhancements that impact your energy usage are smart investments. Energy-saving home upgrades can offer long- and short-term advantages for the earth, your wallet and even your safety.

Many homeowners evaluate their energy needs as they plan home improvements. There are several low-carbon, resilient energy options available that can help safeguard your family. Consider these environmentally friendly upgrades to diversify your home’s energy sources, reduce energy consumption and ensure your home is well-prepared to withstand interruptions to power service if the electrical grid fails.

**DIVERSIFY ENERGY SOURCES**
The growing conversation to “electrify everything” will require an overhaul on the aging electric grid just to manage the increase in demand. Accomplishing this will take decades and cost billions, according to the Department of Energy. In fact, according to a study conducted by Acupoll Precision Research on behalf of the Propane Education & Research Council (PERC), 54% of respondents believe electricity for everything will be too expensive for taxpayers while 70% strongly agree Americans should have a choice when it comes to their energy source. Propane is a clean, affordable and abundant energy option that reduces carbon emissions right now. Using propane appliances like furnaces, water heaters, fireplaces and kitchen appliances alongside other energy sources reduces the strain on the fragile electrical grid. Unlike electric appliances, propane appliances can work even during power outages.

continued on page 12
SEAL IN ENERGY
Outdated doors and windows often lack energy benefits. Newer models have stronger, thicker panes that reduce the transfer of heat from inside to outdoors (and vice versa in the warmer months). Updating doors and windows allows you to easily repair any cracks or faulty seals that make it easy for energy to escape. When your home is well-insulated, your heating or cooling system works more efficiently.

CONSIDER SOLAR PANELS
When many homeowners think of renewable energy, they often think “solar.” Some states are mandating solar adoption, and while financial rebates help, solar panels are still considered an expensive upgrade for many people. The number of panels you need depends on your geographic location and weather, as well as the size of your home and your family’s energy consumption habits, which can add up. If you have access to propane and electricity, and are planning to upgrade to solar, consider adding propane appliances to offset the energy load required from your solar system.

INSTALL A BACKUP POWER SOURCE
The Department of Energy’s “Electric Disturbance Event Annual Report” showed an increase in power outages from 2000 to 2020. More than half of consumers nationwide indicated they or a close family member or friend have been personally impacted by a power outage in the past two years, according to PERC.

As a result, many homeowners are saying “yes” to backup power generators. A propane standby generator can be a key part of resilient home upgrades by offering supplemental electricity in as little as 10 seconds after an outage. Propane doesn’t degrade over time, making it an ideal standby power fuel. Plus, it’s cleaner than diesel so you can keep your home functioning and family safe while being a good steward for the environment.

INCREASE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
While landscaping plays an important role in curb appeal, it also serves more practical purposes. Thoughtfully placed trees and shrubs can block the heat that comes from powerful direct sunlight while serving as a break against blustery winds and providing a natural form of external insulation for the home. In outdoor living...
spaces, propane-powered appliances can offer increased energy efficiency. For example, propane can power full outdoor kitchens, fireplaces and fire pits, patio heaters, flame lighting or pool and spa heaters.

Find more ideas and information to inspire your earth-friendly home upgrades at Propane.com.

WHEN THE GRID FAILS
In 2021, a winter storm decimated a major electrical power grid, leaving thousands of Americans in the dark and cold. Some people lost their lives while others battled to overcome extensive damage to their homes and businesses.

Jennifer Borget’s family is one of many that weathered those winter storms. However, the Borget family home used propane to power their water heater, stove, furnace and fireplace.

“When your power goes out, you can still use some propane appliances,” said Borget, who blogged about her experience. “This is one of those things I didn’t realize but learned during the historic winter storms. When the power was intermittent, our propane-powered fireplace and water heater quickly warmed our family.”

One year later, the Borgets are discussing investing in a standby generator to mitigate future power outages.

Another way to reduce the risk of large-scale disasters is increasing Americans’ reliance on a broader mix of energy sources. Using a combination of propane, solar, electricity and natural gas can keep homes and businesses alike running efficiently and safely.

Relying on alternative energy sources like propane can also make a meaningful environmental impact in the long-term while offering short-term advantages, including continued access to power during emergencies when another energy source fails.
By the end of World War II in 1945, housing in America took a notable turn into what became known as mid-century modern architecture. This style, characterized by wide, low footprints, clean lines, and flat planes, gained popularity until the mid-1960s when it was replaced by the total opposite – postmodernism. Whereas postmodernism was noted for its curved forms, bright colors, and decorative elements, mid-century modern was all about muted colors, open spaces, and floor-to-ceiling windows, usually in the back of the house, that opened the indoor living areas to the great outdoors. Its minimalistic, yet functional, style saw a resurgence in the mid-1980s that is still going strong.

Although traditional mid-century modern homes are few and far between these days, especially in Bowling Green, the stacked stone chimney and entryway, complete with an orange door, highlights the flagstone exterior of the house.

The sunken den features a vintage coffee table with a sofa and chairs from Article. Three pieces of Downing art hang near the custom-made white divider panels.
Green, you can still achieve the look and feel of that era through an abundance of mid-century modern inspired furniture and décor. Julie and Derek Shadoan did exactly that. By combining vintage pieces with new pieces inspired by the mid-century modern era, they have designed the perfect mid-century modern inspired home. They purchased their home on Smallhouse Road in 2004. It was a foreclosure in rough shape but, as Julie said, “you could tell the house had good bones. We were willing to put in the time and effort that it took to get it where it is today.”

The 3,700 square foot, four bedroom, three bath home was originally built in the 1960s. An addition was made in the late 1980s or early 1990s to the house, which sits on 1.34 beautifully landscaped acres. “It’s definitely been a work in progress,” said Julie. At some point, the Shadoans have touched almost every surface. “We’ve done most of the flooring, paint, and wallpaper,” she said. “We’ve completely remodeled all three of the bathrooms. We added a deck and a patio. We did all the landscaping.”

The result of their labor is a joy for lovers of the mid-century modern era. Their favorite artist, the 1950s-1960s internationally renowned artist, Joe Downing, features prominently in the house. The Horse Cave native, who studied art at Western Kentucky University after World War II, achieved fame for the creation of staple-ages, which were abstract collages of office supplies. Downing, who died in 2007, was one of only three Americans to exhibit in the Louvre. The Shadoans’ search for Downing’s work has garnered pieces from Belgium and France, as well as locally and online. Julie stated, “over the years, we’ve just tried to find different things, not the run-of-the-mill watercolors that most people see for sale here in Bowling Green. We have a couple of oils and we have some roof tiles that he painted. We also have four different versions of a print that he
made with a steel printing roller. And we actually have the roller, too, that he used to print.”

Floraline pottery is another vintage collection the Shadoans favor. Floraline, a creation of McCoy Pottery Company, was based off of Nelson McCoy's idea to create an economical line of pottery that could be sold to florists. The line, which was started in 1960, is known for simple forms in solid colors that don't detract from floral arrangements. Julie painted her pieces a dark charcoal gray to match her color scheme. You'll also find vintage Russel Wright and Terence Conran pieces scattered throughout the house, along with modern Higgins Glass pieces.

By mixing mid-century modern inspired furniture with select vintage pieces, the Shadoans have created a seamless blend that looks and feels authentic. If you're interested in creating your own mid-century modern inspired life, check out our list of resources to help you along your journey.

*From top to bottom:* The kitchen features dark charcoal gray ceramic backsplash tiles from AllModern. Quartz countertops surround the cooktop and sink. The melamine cabinets were updated with stainless steel hardware and a stainless steel countertop. A custom made walnut piece was added in front of the window for extra counter space. The bathroom features hexagon shaped porcelain floor tiles that can be configured into different patterns. The floor tile and wallpaper are from AllModern.

The vanity and mirror are from AllModern.
From top to bottom: Sitting atop a vintage wooden bench at the foot of the bed is an orange Higgins fused glass tray. Bedspread is from CB2. Nightstands and wall lamps are from Wayfair. A large area rug from Grandin Road covers the original red oak floors. The headboard and nightstands are from Crate and Barrel. A large wire basket holds a collection of vintage mercury glass balls. The vintage chest of drawers in the primary bedroom blends well with the headboard and bench from Houzz, along with nightstands from Crate and Barrel and lamps from West Elm. A Downing oil painting hangs over the chest and three Downing painted plates, framed to match, hang over the bed.

THE DETAILS

FURNITURE, HOME DÉCOR, AND RUGS:
- West Elm
  www.westelm.com
- Crate & Barrel
  www.crateandbarrel.com
- CB2
  www.cb2.com
- Wayfair
  www.wayfair.com
- AllModern
  www.allmodern.com
- Grandin Road
  www.grandinroad.com
- Target
  www.target.com
- TJ Maxx
  www.tjmaxx.tjx.com
- Room & Board
  www.roomandboard.com
- FLOR Rugs
  www.flor.com
- Lulu and Georgia
  www.luluandgeorgia.com
- Article
  www.article.com
- France & Son
  www.franceandson.com
- Houzz
  www.houzz.com
- Kardiel
  www.kardiel.com

TILE:
- Heath Ceramics in California
  www.heathceramics.com

UPHOLSTERY FABRIC:
- Mood Fabrics
  www.moodfabrics.com

OUTDOORS:
- Warden & Company Garden Center & Gifts
  1039 Broadway Avenue
  Bowling Green KY 42104

ARTWORK:
- Joe Downing
- Terence Conran
- Russel Wright
- Floraline by McCoy Pottery Company
- Higgins Glass Studio
  www.higginsglass.com
- James Pearson
  Franklin, KY
- David Jones
  Bowling Green, KY
  www.jonesnforart.com
Gatherings in the summer sun are all about easy, convenient recipes combined with the joy warm weather brings. Spend those special occasions with those you love most and make this summer one to remember with flatbreads, sliders and sweet treats for all to share.

Keeping cooking simple means more time on the patio or in the backyard engaging with guests, and these Chipotle Chicken Flatbreads, Chicken Shawarma Sliders and Lemon Cheesecake with Fruit let home chefs skip complicated kitchen duties without skimping on flavor.

Visit Culinary.net to find more simple summer recipes to share with loved ones.

**SUMMERY FLATBREADS FOR FAMILY AND FRIENDS**

When dining outdoors with family, friends and neighbors, there are few things better than a tasty dish the whole family can enjoy like these Chipotle Chicken Flatbreads.

Perfect for al fresco entertaining when served alongside a fresh salad, they’re simple to make and allow guests to personalize with preferred toppings before popping in the oven. As a colorful and fresh dish, it’s an ideal meal for get-togethers on the patio.

For more summer recipe ideas, visit Culinary.net.
Chicken Shawarma Sliders
Recipe courtesy of eMeals Registered Dietitian Rachel West
Prep time: 25 minutes
Cook time: 10 minutes
2  pounds boneless, skinless chicken breasts
3  tablespoons olive oil
4  cloves garlic, minced
½  tablespoon smoked paprika
½  tablespoon ground cumin
½  tablespoon ground coriander
1  teaspoon salt
½  teaspoon cayenne pepper
1  package (12) slider buns
1  container (17 ounces) Fresh Cravings Honey Jalapeno Hummus
1  package (8 ounces) shredded lettuce
½  small red onion, sliced

In zip-top plastic bag, use meat mallet or heel of hand to pound chicken to even thickness. Cut into 2-inch pieces and place in large bowl. Add oil, garlic, paprika, cumin, coriander, salt and cayenne; toss.

Cover chicken and chill 8 hours, or up to 2 days.

Preheat grill or grill pan to medium-high heat. Grill chicken 4-5 minutes per side, or until done.

Serve chicken on buns with hummus, lettuce and onion.

UNFORGETTABLE FRUITY FLAVOR
Summertime often brings cravings for fresh fruits that add a hint of sweetness to warm-weather gatherings. Serving up a delicious dessert for family and guests starts with favorite produce in this Lemon Cheesecake with Fruit.

The touch of tangy tartness is enough to bring loved ones to the
continued on page 20
continued from page 19

dessert table even after a filling meal as fresh lemon juice in the cheesecake base is complemented perfectly when topped with orange slices and raspberries. Garnished with mint leaves, this brightly colored treat is even sweeter when shared with loved ones.

Find more sweet summer desserts at Culinary.net.

**Lemon Cheesecake with Fruit**

*Servings: 6-8*

1 ¼ cups graham cracker crumbs  
¼ cup sugar  
¼ cup butter, melted  
2 packages (8 ounces each) cream cheese, softened  
1 can (14 ounces) sweetened condensed milk  
3 eggs  
¼ cup fresh lemon juice  
1 teaspoon vanilla extract  
1 orange, peeled and separated  
8 raspberries  
3 mint leaves, for garnish

Preheat oven to 350 F.

In medium bowl, combine graham cracker crumbs, sugar and melted butter. Press firmly into 9-inch springform pan.

In large bowl, beat cream cheese until fluffy. Gradually beat in sweetened condensed milk until smooth. Add eggs, fresh lemon juice and vanilla extract; mix until combined.

Pour into pan. Bake 50-55 minutes, or until center springs back when lightly pressed.

Chill in refrigerator until completely cooled. Arrange orange slices around border of cake and place raspberries in middle. Top with mint leaves.
A Tasty Meal for a Heart-Healthy Summer

As you plan your summer fun, think also about adopting healthy habits that can help keep your blood pressure under control. When your blood pressure is consistently high – a condition called hypertension – blood flows through arteries at higher-than-normal pressures. This can cause serious health problems not just for your heart, but also for your blood vessels, kidneys, eyes and brain.

Hypertension affects women and men of all ages but making small lifestyle changes can go a long way toward prevention. Start with updating your summer menu with delicious, heart-healthy recipes, like Hawaiian Huli Huli Chicken.

Following a heart-healthy eating plan, such as the Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH), which emphasizes vegetables, fruits, whole grains, fish, poultry, beans, nuts, low-fat dairy and healthy oils, can help keep your blood pressure in a healthy range. Developed through research by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI), DASH focuses on reducing sodium and limiting foods that are high in saturated fat, including fatty meats, full-fat dairy and tropical oils.

Along with adding healthy recipes to your summer menu, NHLBI’s The Heart Truth program encourages these healthy habits that can help you control blood pressure:

Move more: Aim for at least 150 minutes (2 1/2 hours) of physical activity each week. Try keeping yourself on pace each week by shooting for 30 daily minutes of activity over five days.

continued on page 24
Aim for a healthy weight: Research shows adults with overweight and obesity can lower their blood pressure by losing just 3-5% of their weight. Ask a friend or family member to join a weight loss program with you; social support can help you both stay motivated.

Manage stress: Reduce stress – which can increase blood pressure – with meditation, relaxing activities or support from a counselor or online group.

Quit smoking: Smoking damages your heart and blood vessels. Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW or find other resources available online.

Get your summer off to a heart-healthy start by talking to your health care provider about your blood pressure numbers and what they mean. To learn more about heart health and blood pressure, visit hearttruth.gov and find DASH-friendly recipes at healthyeating.nhlbi.nih.gov.

Hawaiian Huli Huli Chicken
Recipe courtesy of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
Prep time: 10 minutes
Cook time: 30 minutes
Servings: 4

Sauce:
- 2 tablespoons ketchup
- 2 tablespoons light soy sauce
- 2 tablespoons honey
- 2 teaspoons orange juice
- 1 teaspoon garlic (about 1 clove), minced
- 1 teaspoon ginger, minced

12 ounces boneless, skinless chicken breast (about 2 large breasts), cut into 1-inch cubes (about 24 cubes)

1 cup fresh pineapple, diced (about 24 pieces)
8 wooden skewers (6 inches each), soaked in water

To make sauce: Combine ketchup, soy sauce, honey, orange juice, garlic and ginger; mix well. Separate into two bowls and set aside.

Preheat grill to medium-high heat. Preheat oven to 350 F.

Alternately thread three chicken cubes and three pineapple chunks on each skewer.

Grill skewers 3-5 minutes on each side. Brush or spoon sauce from one bowl onto chicken and pineapple every other minute. Discard remaining sauce from first bowl.

To prevent chicken from drying out, finish cooking to minimum internal temperature of 165 F in oven. Using clean brush or spoon, coat with sauce from remaining bowl before serving.
Directory of Services

METAL ROOFING
SIDING TRIM
#1-$84.38 sq./$2.69 running ft.
#2-$81.15 sq./$2.59 running ft.
BUILDING KITS - INSULATION
Bob & Sarah Cook
Dandi Systems
1-800-282-7799
www.dandisystems.com
445 Edgar White Rd - Woodburn

A & J Tree Service
We do it all...
• Tree Trimming Removal
• Storm Damage
• Tree Pruning
• Debris Removal
• Lot Clearing & More
FREE ESTIMATES
Call Adam
270-282-1076
or Jesse
270-743-7759

Advantage Painting & Power Washing
Commercial & Residential Free Estimates
Jim Marney
270-205-7901

Cory Hall Painting
For all your painting and pressure washing needs. Licensed and insured. Over 20 years of experience. Free Estimates.
Call (270) 303-0121

BG Mower
We repair and service all “Makes & Models”
Push Mowers, Lawn Tractors, Zero Turn Mowers, Tillers, Generators, Pressure Washers, Power Sports Vehicles, Golf Carts, FREE pick up and delivery with repair or service in the Bowling Green area. Fast turn around with annual tune up service & repairs. 270-320-9955

Mr. Hagans Reliable Lawn Care
Mowing, mulching, pressure washing, shrub trimming, gutter cleaning, leaf removal, junk hauling. Fall Cleanup. Free Estimates Licensed & Insured 270-790-9853

Oldest Handyman Service
In Bowling Green Byrd’s Dot It All, LLC
Remodeling, pressure washing, carpentry, home repair, maintenance, junk removal, fencing, tree/bush trimming/removal, landscaping, gutter cleanings/repair, roofing, deck building/staining/sealing. Your To Do List! You name it, we have done it! We have a diverse, qualified staff to meet your needs. Licensed and Insured. Locally owned and operated. Free Estimates. Call 270-784-8001 Dennison Ferry Rd Cub Run, KY 42729

Yoder’s Roofing & Contracting
Free estimates. Specializing in flat, low-slope and metal commercial and residential roofs.
Dan Yoder 270-579-1373

Southern Touch Lawn & Landscapes
270-991-0046
southerntouchlawn.com

SHIPLEY’S TREE SERVICE
CALL 270-606-1594

Mr. Hagans Reliable Lawn Care
Mowing, mulching, pressure washing, shrub trimming, gutter cleaning, leaf removal, junk hauling. Fall Cleanup. Free Estimates Licensed & Insured 270-790-9853

KY Cleaning Company
Exterior Cleaning
We Specialize in Cleaning All Types of Siding, Brick, Concrete Patios/Sidewalks/Driveways, Roofs (Get those nasty black streaks off your roof)! Gutters inside & out! (Ask about our gutter guards!) & Fencing LICENSED & INSURED FREE ESTIMATES!!! DISCOUNTS OFFERED FOR OUR SENIORS, MILITARY & FIRST RESPONDERS!
CALL OR TEXT: 270-598-2985

Shine Junk Removal
Locally owned and operated, full service junk removal company. We specialize in pose construction cleaning and rental property move outs. Please call or text us anytime for a free quote 270-779-9721 shinecleaningky@gmail.com shinecleanky.com

D Cleaning Service
Mesa Delic Commercial + Residential Call or text (270)320-2451 Dcleaningservice@yahoo.com

Perez Roofing & Construction
Shingle, metal, new and old roofs.
Our work is guaranteed.
27 years experience. Licensed & Insured.
Free Estimates. Call Orbelin Perez 270-270-221-4395

If you would like to have your service appear in our directory, contact the Daily News Classified Department at 270-783-3232 for more information
Make your home perfect for you

Southern Kentucky Building & Remodeling has been building and remodeling homes in South Central Kentucky for over 30 years. Whatever your style, we can build your dream home or remodel your current home to make it your unique style. Talk to us today about your dream and let’s lay the groundwork together.

Brent Wimpee
Certified Graduate Builder
Certified Green Professional

810 Chestnut St. Bowling Green, KY 42101
(270) 843-4964
www.southernkentuckybuilding.com

New Home Construction • Room Additions • Kitchens & Bathrooms
Decks, Porches & Patios • Interior & Exterior Renovation
TIM,
How much does a luxury bathroom remodel cost?

Perhaps we should begin by asking, what is a luxury bathroom? A luxury bathroom is a bathroom that is designed to provide a high level of comfort and relaxation. It typically features higher-end finishes, such as solid surface countertops, custom cabinetry, and a walk-in tile shower. It may also include features such as heated floors, a soaking tub, and a separate water closet.

Why do clients invest in luxury bathroom remodels?

Luxury bathrooms appeal to homeowners for a number of reasons, here are just a few:

Increase the value of your home: A well-designed and luxurious bathroom can add significant value to your home. According to a study by the National Association of Realtors, bathrooms are one of the most important rooms in a home when it comes to resale value.

Improve your mood: Studies have shown that spending time in a beautiful and relaxing environment can improve your mood and overall well-being. A luxurious bathroom can be a great way to create a space where you can relax and de-stress.

Make getting ready for the day more enjoyable: A luxurious bathroom can make getting ready for the day more enjoyable. A large mirror, plenty of counter space, and stylish fixtures can help you start your day off right.

Provide a place to unwind: After a long day, there’s nothing like coming home to a luxurious bathroom. A walk-in shower, soaking tub, heated floors and other amenities can help you relax and de-stress.

The cost of a luxury bathroom remodel can vary widely, as you might imagine, depending on the size of the bathroom, the materials and finishes you choose, and the level of customization you desire. However, in general, luxury bathroom remodels can cost anywhere from $75,000 to $125,000 or more.

Here are some of the factors that can affect the cost of a luxury bathroom remodel:

The size of the bathroom: Larger bathrooms will obviously cost more to remodel than smaller ones.

The type of materials you choose: High-end materials, such as quartz, granite, custom cabinetry, and large format tile, will cost significantly more than more basic materials.

The level of customization: The more customized your bathroom is, the more it will cost. For example, if you want a custom-tiled shower, a custom-vanity, or a built-in soaking tub, these will all add to the cost of your remodel.

Here are some of the features that are typically found in luxury bathrooms:

Freestanding soaking tubs: Freestanding soaking tubs are a popular feature in luxury bathrooms. They can be made from a vari-
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Zero entry luxury showers are becoming increasingly popular, as they offer a number of advantages over traditional showers. They are more accessible, making them a good choice for people with disabilities or mobility issues, while providing a luxurious and relaxing shower experience.

Tiled floors: Tile is a popular choice for bathroom floors because it is durable, easy to clean, and available in a variety of colors and styles.

Marble countertops: Marble is a luxurious and elegant material that is often used in luxury bathrooms. It is also very durable and easy to care for.

Custom cabinetry: Custom cabinetry can be designed to fit the specific needs of your bathroom. It can also be made from a variety of materials, including wood, granite, and marble.

Custom lighting: Proper Lighting is important for providing adequate light for makeup application and grooming. It can be recessed into the ceiling, mounted on the wall, or placed on the vanity itself.

If you are considering a bathroom remodel that is both luxurious and stylish, it is important to choose a professional who is experienced, skilled, and reliable. With the help of a professional builder/remodeler, you can create a bathroom that you will love for years to come.
Serving our Community for 97 Years

In life, we are faced with many choices; in death, options also exist. As we leave this world, we leave many friends and loved ones to grieve our passing.

The Staff of Hardy & Son Funeral Homes would like to help make the reality of death a little easier to handle for those left behind to cherish your memories.

Not everyone likes to plan ahead, but pre-planning your funeral arrangements gives you peace of mind about your final wishes being honored and alleviates some of the stress and burden your loved ones are going through as they experience the grief associated with the loss. Just as living life is a personal choice, your funeral arrangements are a personal choice that can be planned and recorded by you.

The staff of Hardy and Son Funeral Homes & Cremation is happy to assist you with your funeral pre-needs by helping you make decisions about your funeral service in advance. We will help guide you in helping to eliminate some of the unnecessary stress brought on by a loved one's death. From the basic needs at the end of one's life to a full-planned funeral with merchandise selected, we are here to meet your needs. We can also help put aside funds through the Funeral Funding Trust of Kentucky to help with your peace of mind.

Let us be the ones to help you with your choices.

Please call us today to set up a meeting for a pre-need conference. A Licensed Funeral Director can be reached at 270.842.3230.
Preplan Today.
For The Sake of Your Loved One

Our picturesque garden cemetery offers a final resting place of tranquility and beauty, surrounded by lush trees and jeweled garden. We are pleased to offer advanced funeral planning, giving you the means to ensure loved ones won’t be faced with these difficult decisions during their time of stress and grief. Advanced planning also will help you avoid escalating costs, sparing family members the financial burden of funeral expenses.

For your free preplanning information or to arrange a guided tour of our grounds simply call

J.C. Kirby & Son
Funeral Chapels and Crematory

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED FOR OVER 60 YEARS

www.jckirbyandson.com